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During the 20 May AGM, shareholders voted for the proposal to change the Group¡¯s name to Mersen. The Group is
adopting a new name and identity to represent its new profile.
Mersen is a global expert in materials and equipment for extreme environments and in the safety and reliability of
electrical equipment. Mersen support the industries as they look to achieve greater power efficiency and meet their needs
as they address and anticipate safety concerns. Safety and reliability of electrical equipments are delivered via a unique full
basket of fuses and fuse gear for both low and medium voltage, surge protective devices, cooling devices, high-current
switches and power transfer for rail vehicles for applications in power electronics, power low voltage distribution, power
controls and power transmission and distribution.
The Group is adopting a new name and identity to represent its new profile. Will be this change effect the subsidiaries?
Will the brand Ferraz Shawmut still exist? With all these questions, we take a face-to-face interview with Francois GREA,
VP Power Transfer For Rail Vehicles.
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Time flies, it is one year since I visited Ferraz
Shawmut (Now is Mersen) last time. Though everything keeps the same as before except the new
Logo inside and outside the office building-Mersen,
what I feel deeply is that Ferraz Shawmut changes
gradually.

“Mersen”, stronger cohesion force
This name change will thus focus teams’ energy on a common project. It will also help Mersen
to pursue its aim of being recognized as a leading
industrial player in all its markets (energy,
transportation, electronics, chemicals/pharmaceuticals and process industries) and particularly in alternative energies.
Although at the beginning of the name change
is very hard and requires a lot of promotion and
integration cost, but as time passes and everybody’s
efforts, the benefits of unifying and innovation will
soon appear. Although I have deep feelings about
“Ferraz Shawmut”, the brand strategy will still give
us a great deal of return. From now on, we will truly
unite in a big family, and enhance team spirit and
work together for the contribution towards Mermen.

Mr. Francois GREA, VP Power Transfer for Rail Vehicles of Mersen

Speaking the name “Mersen”, Francois GREA
said, “I have been working in Mersen for about 30

years, and I have deep feelings about the brand”, Francois

stimulating the economic development and dealing with the

GREA smiled.

economic crisis. As the most important part of Low-carbon

The Group has been pursuing a strategy based on

transport system, developing railway can alleviate the traf-

four growth drivers, i.e. sustainable development, Asia,

fic congestion, effectively solve the environmental pollution

selective acquisitions and innovation.

problems brought by other means of transport in order to

This strategy is predicated on an international indus-

response to the global energy crisis. As the Chinese govern-

trial and commercial network that has recently been bol-

ment invests more in the infrastructure, in the next few years

stered by new plants employing the latest technologies.

the Chinese rail transportation will maintain a stable

At the heart of this transformation, the Group’s teams
have strengthened their culture of expertise and developed
dedicated solutions to stay even more closely in.

development. The development of the industry requires constant support from innovated products and technologies.”
For many years Mersen win trustworthiness from vast

The name “Mersen” is able to represent a set of val-

customers by its leading technology and service in different

ues while being concise. It reflects the words Material,

applications. Its success in transportation market is proved

Electrical, Research, Sustainability, Energy. It is pronounced

by the extensive application and customers’ acceptance.

almost identically in all languages. The two syllables con-

With good quality and strong ability in innovation, Mersen

vey a balance between confidence, stability and control on

won the recognition of large OEMS of railway. Long term

one hand, and energy, drive and boldness on the other.

cooperation and friendship have been built between Mersen

After changing name, there is no affect on our busi-

and its partners including Alstom, Siemens, and Bombardier.

ness and the customers recognize the new name “Mersen ”.

In China, Mersen is highly recognized by CNR, CSR and

We have truly unified into a big family, everyone will make

their sub-manufacturers, and considered as their best partners.

their efforts in achieving a common goal.

Mersen holds a team based in Shanghai and serves the whole
China. With the rapid economic and technological

“Mersen”, More Concentrated

development, traction market is changing rapidly. Domestic

“We are changing our identity to convey who we are

vehicle factory’s recognition to the product of electricity

and to emphasize what makes us unique. Mersen wishes

protective equipment is becoming stronger and stronger. In

to share its extensive expertise in high performance

addition, they offer higher requirements. “Mersen” is will-

equipment, safety and reliability of electrical installations

ing to give the users in China more help and exploit this

with its customers. Mersen designs innovative solutions

market together.

to address its clients’ specific needs to enable them to

Facing harsh and unpredictable market, Mersen has

optimize their manufacturing process in sectors such as

always been leading the trend of the times in this market.

according to Ernest Totino, ‘Mersen’ materializes the cor-

Products of Mersen for traction and railway market are: DC

porate project of a Group firmly on course to become a

fuse, Current-collector device (CCD), Earth-returning cur-

key player in sustainable development. ”

rent unit (ERCU), continues to cooperate with domestic

“Mersen” always focused on the application including Transportation, Energy, Electronics, Chemical/phar-

vehicle factories to produce new product and guarantee the
quality and supply time of product.

maceutical and process industries, the railway transporta-

This year, Mersen get more than ten traffic projects.

tion is the most important. Mr. Francois GREA said, “Fo-

Mersen has done strategic adjustment in terms of the

cused highly on developing railway transportation is needed

industry grouping after renaming its name. The adjustments

by the Chinese government’s expanding domestic demand,

are that it is extended from railway transport to the whole

transportation and in the aspects of R&D of the products,

Mr. Francois GREA said, “In order to address the

the design and R&D of corresponding new products have

needs of rapid delivery of the domestic users, Mersen will

also been done, which is also a continued investment of

continue to strengthen the process of localization and de-

Mersen in the industry.

velop downstream suppliers in the country. Mersen will
keep the whole world in view based on China. We will not

“Mersen”, Higher development ability

only support the domestic vehicle plants to occupy Chi-

“Our new corporate identity is rooted in its historical

nese and the global market but also will help the coopera-

values. Mersen has expertise, curiosity and an ability to

tion projects of Alstom, Siemens, and Bombardier in China

innovate as its dominant genes, and a human touch,

and expand other corresponding global markets. We have

reliability, a local approach right around the world and re-

high requirements for the domestic suppliers and strictly

sponsibility as its core values.”

control them under the requirements of our quality control

Mersen is successfully developing a global manufac-

system. We have very clear objectives for the development

turing and sales network to offer reactivity and local sup-

of the next few years. Mersen not only serves for Chinese

port to its customers. The repaid development of Chinese

market, but also the whole Asian market and even Europe

market makes the market layout of Asia-Pacific Market

markets.”

develops surrounding China all the time. Mersen builds

As the world is constantly changing, we have to change

new factories contently, which is regarded as the consent

also. Mersen is constantly striving for excellence and

deepening of China development strategy.

progress and pursuing maximum customer satisfaction.

In 2004 JV Ferraz Hinode was founded in Shanghai,

To maintain the vitality of enterprises, Mersen thinks

and that was the cornerstone of Mersen’s development in

the most important thing is the investment in human

China. In 2007 Ferraz Shawmut (Kunshan) was founded in

resources. What is the only source of inexhaustible energy

Kunshan, Jiangsu, and Mersen had dedicated product lines

we can rely on for the future? People, their knowledge and

for traction market. In 2009, Mersen’s businesses in China

creativity are our primary asset and resource. Mersen’s

are integrated. We have business lines and product lines of

core asset is its personnel. We believe the Group’s growth

Ferraz Hinode (Shanghai) and Ferraz Shawmut (Kunshan)

depends on respecting people and allowing them to thrive.

all together into this new facility in Songjiang Industrial

Our employees love our company, love our work and love

Zone. From Then on, Mersen’s Circuit Protection, Ther-

our products, so we can form a strong team and have a solid

mal Management and Power Interconnection businesses

step for the development of Mersen. In the diverse bid

start to have further faster development based in Shanghai.

family of Mersen, its employees’ language and cultural di-

This integration is far more than just putting together sev-

versity are valuable assets, which plays a great role.

eral product lines. It means that we will have better coordi-

This strategy is predicated on an international indus-

nation between business units and functions. It means a

trial and commercial network that has recently been bol-

new stage for Mersen’s development in China.

stered by new plants employing the latest technologies. the

All the efforts done by “Mersen” are to deeply ensure

end of the interview, Mr. Francois GREA concludes, “

the customers that the customers market of “Mersen” is in

Mersen will use our experience, our technology, our prod-

China, the partnerships of “Mersen” are in China, “Mersen”

ucts to make more contributions to the development of

establishes production, marketing, sales, purchasing, ser-

Chinese railway transport”. We know that this is not

vices and other strong teams to adapt the development of

claptrap, but what we are trying to do.

the Chinese market.

